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SUMMARY

l

The short period of time that SATEP has been in full ope -
ration makes it impossible to make a comprehensive appraisal
of its effects in relation to its long - term and immediate
Objectives. It has therefore been necessary to limit this
evaluation to a description of SATEP'S areas and methods of
work and to an assessment of the relevance, quality and likely
impact of its work.

SATEP has carried out a number of different activities in
various fields. The most important areas of study have been
general employment and povertyalleviatiorf and "migrant

labour and alternative employment opportunities To a lesser
extent SATEP has also been involved in studies concerning
rural employment policies and development", "labour intensiva

public works programmes" and "development of human resources
and manpower planning Operational1y SATEP'S activities have
inc1uded investigative studies, advisory services and tech -
nical assistance.

The activities are in accord with the obJectives laid down
for SÅTEP. However, it would be desirable if somewhat more
emphasis was put on rural employment and nn ansisfance fc
the countries most heavily depcndent on the Republic nf
South Africa (i.e. Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland).

All major studies carried out by SÅTEP are made in response
to requests from governments, liberation movements or regional
organisations. Local consultants are normally involved in
the execution of the studies and there is also close coopera -
tion with local officials and policymakers. The finished
reports are disseminated to all governments and liberation
movements covered by SATEP'S activities. In this way SATEP
has, at the same time, helped to reduce the dependence on
consultants from outside the region and contributed to the
building up of indigenous capacity on the research side as
well as on the planning/administration side.

The quality of the studies published by SATEP has been re -
markably high considering that the team has been fully
operational for loss than two years. Judging from the recep -
lion of the studies completed so far jt also appears that
SAlEP'S work has had a certain impact on national planninq.

SATEP has provided the recipient governments with usefu ]

services in a number of ways and there is also a qrowing
demand for its assistance. It is therefore important that
SÅTEP should be enabled to continue its operations.

In view of the general criteria for SIDA'S support to special
programmes, which lay great emphasis on the innovative and
experimental character of the programmes, it is the view of
the evaluation team that SIDA'S continued support to SATEP
should be limited to a period of three years beyond 1983.

There is no need to increaae the staff of SATEP since a more
selective sifting of the requests for SATEP'S services
appears to be more important for the effectiveness of SÄTE?'
work than the hiring of one or twn more specialists. There
is, however, a strong case for increasing the number of asso -

ciate experts from two to three in order to improve the god -

graphical coverage of SATEP'S services.
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SHORT DESCR1PTION OF SATEP

Background

In 1978 the IL0 submitted to SIDA a project proposal con -
cerning the establishment of an employment and basic needs
planning team to provide technical advisory and consultancy
services to governments and liberation movements in the South -
ein African Region. Following a feasibility study of the
project carried out in Dctober 1978 by a joint SIDA/ILO mission,
SIDA decided in April 1979 to support the project. In October
1979 SIDA and ILD entered into an agreement to support "the
Southern African Team For Employment Promotion" (SATEP).
SATEP'S office was set up in Lusaka, Zambia, in June 1980.
When fully operational the team was to consist of one Chief
Technical Adviser, three experts, three associate experts
and administrativa staff.

SIDA'S contribution to the project amounted to SEK 6 400 DOO
For the three fiscal years 1979/80 - 1981/82.

Since the team did not become fully operational until April
1981 the payments to the project were postponed and the
agreement period was consequently prolonged by one year, i.e.
up to fiscal year 1982/83.

In November 1982 following a request from IL0, SIDA dccidcd
to extend its support to the project up to the end of I983
and grantedfan additonal contribution amountjnq to SEK
5 700 ODD. The total cest For the project thus amounts to
SEK 12 100 000. The reason For SIDA'S decision on an additonal
contribution was that the agreement period was near its end
and SIDA wished, without disrupting the project, to evaluate
its impact with a view to decide on a continuation of its
support.

The Objectives of the Project

The objectives of SATEP are the following:

Long Term Dbjectives

To strengthen the independence of African states in the
region by assisting governments and liberation movements in
examining employment and development strategy options which
read to a rapid growth of indigenous employment and elimina -
tion of poverty.

Immediate Objectives

To assist the liberation movements of Namibia and Zimbabwe
in gathering and analysing data concerning the economic and
social structure of their countries, and to advise the move -
ments in designing strategies for promoting employment,
satisfying the basic needs of the poor, eliminating the effects
of'discriminationand mobilising the human and financial re -
sources required for implementing such strategies.
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To assist the governmentsoföBotswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and
Zambia in developing their programmes for promoting produc -
tive employment and in sugqesting how these and other pro -
grammes can be better geared to the basic needs of the poor.

The objectives of SATEP as outlined above are related to
the four general goals for Sweden's foreign aid. Particularly
as regards the goal to promote economic and political inde -
pendence but indirectly,sATEp's activities may also contribute
to economic growth and economic and social equality since
these two goals are easier to achieve if there is an increase
in employment and a reduction in unemployment. There is no
obvious connection, however, between SATEP'S obJectives and
the Swedish goal to promote democratic development.

ogramme of work

i

2

In March 1981 SATEP held an advisory meeting with representa -
tives of the governments and liberation movements in the
region and a programme of work was elaborated.

The areas identified for SATEP'S future work were the follow -
ing:

- General Employment and Poverty Alleviation Policies

- Rural Employment Policies and Development

- Migrant Labour and Alternativa Employment Opportunities

Labour Intensive Public Works Schemes and Employment Promotin

- Development of Human Resources and Manpower Planning.

Methods of work and geographical distribution of SATEP'S services

SATEP shall provide Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia,
Zimbabwe and the liberation movements SWAP0, ANC and PAC

with planning expertise in the form of investigative studies,
advisory services and technical assistance.

After consultations with SIDA it has also been decided that
SATEP should cooperate with the Southern African Development
Coordination Conference (SADCC) and with the Southern African
Labour Commission (SALC). Consequently SATEP operates on the
individual country level and on the sub - regional level.

SATEP'S services are based on requests from governments, libe -
ration movements and sub - regional organisations. but SATEP
can also on its own initiative propose studies, advisory
services and technical assistance in the formulation of proJects.

THE PURPOSE oF THE EVALUATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the relevance
and the impact of SATEP'S work in relation to its obJectives
and to examine the need for a possible reorganisation of its
activities.
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The evaluation shall provide a basis for SIDA'S decision to
continue or terminate its support to the project after the
expiry of the present agreement in December 1983.

The timing of the evaluation of SATEP relates to two facts.

ai SIDA'S decision with regard to the project based on the eva -
luation must be made well before the present agreement expires,
in order to give the IL a reasonable time to plan for SATEP'S
future.

b) SATEP has been fully operational since April 1981, i.e. for
one and a half years, a period too short for a final appraisal
of its effects but long enough to make a first assessment
of how SATEP has established itself, its areas of work and
its methods of operation.

TERMS oF REFERENCE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EVALUATION STUDY

Terms of reference

Methodology

The evaluation has been carried out by a group consisting
of Mr Bo Karlström, Head of SIDA'S Research Division, and
Mr Allan Read, Swedish Labour Market Board. Liselott Laurin,
Programme Officer of SIDA'S Education Division, was attached
to the group.

According to the terms of reference (appendix 1) the evalua -
tion comprises:

a survey of the advisory services carried out by SATEP and
an assessment of the relevance of SATEP'S activities in rela -
lion to the objectives of the project

- a study of how and to what extent the recipient countries
and liberation movements make use of SATEP'S capacity in their
national development planning

- a study of the effectiveness of SATEP

an investigation of possible internal deficiencies and/or
external obstacles with regard to SATEP'S possibilities to
achieve its objectives

recommendations regarding the need for and possible olga -
nisation and financing of the type of activities carried out
by SATEP.

The short period of time that SATEP has been in full opera -
tion makes it impossible to make a comprehensive appraisal
of its effects in relation to its jong - term and immediate
objectives. Furthermore it is difficult, in this kind of pro -
ject, to establish objectively verifiable indicators of
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success. It has therefore been necessary to limit this eva -
luation to a description of SATEP'S areas and methods of work
and to assess the relevance, quality and likely impact of
its activities. The method used to obtain the necessary data
and information has been to study reports and other papers
published by SATEP and to discuss with, and interview, policy -
makers, administrators and researchers in the countries concern -
ed. Contacts have also been taken with representatives from

. / . UNDP and SIDA'S Development Cooperation Offices. (Appendix 2)
In the discussions with the recipients of SATEP'S services,
particular emphasis had been put on the operational signifi -
cance of SATEP'S work, i.e. to what extent it has led to or
is likely to lead to practical policy actions.

SURVEY oF SATEP'S ACTIVITIES*

Introduction

In order to achieve its goals, as described in Chapter 1

above, SATEP has carried out a number of different activities
in various fields. The areas covered by these activities in -
clude general employment and poverty alleviation policies
as well as sectoral policies focussing on the themes of rural
development, migrant labour problems, labour - intensive em-
ployment generating schemes and development of human re -

sources. perationa11y SATEP'S activities have included in -
vestigative studies, advisory services and technical
assistance.

The following inventory of SATEP'S activities concentrates
on activities that have been commissioned by governments,
liberation movements or regional organisations in Southern
Africa and that were completed or near to completion at the
time of the evaluationmission's visit to the region (i.e.
November/December 1982). This does not mean that the mission
is unaware of the fact that SATEP, particulariy during the
initial stages of its existence, had to devote a substantial
part of its resources to other activities such as planninq
and preparation of studies, administration, establishing
contacts with officials, researchers etc, familiarising
itself with the problems of the countries concerned and
participating in various conferences and seminars. However,
it is via commissioned work that SATEP will be able to give
effective assistance in the field of employment promotion.

4.2 General Employment and Poverty Alleviation

In this area SATEP'S activities so far have concentrated n
national omploymeni and development p01icies and on waqes.
prices and income distribution. The first of these proqrammes

* This chapter is based on the report "Review of SATEP'S
activities 1980 - 82" (Lusaka, November, 1982) and on the eva -
luation missions's own findings during its visits to the
countries covered by SATEP.
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alm at advising governments on how best they can modify, £e-
orient and restructure existing development policies and
programmes so as to make them more relevant to employment
and basic needs development obJectives. A paper on "Prospects
for Development and Employment in Zambia" has been prepared
and presented to the technical sub - committee of the Zambien
Social Security Schemes Commission. This sub - committee, of
which SATEP is a member. was constituted at SATEP'S initiative
to help the commission in the study of the questions of deve -
lopment and employment.

In Lesotho the Ministry of Planning, Employment and Economic
Affairs has requested SATEP'S assistance to organise a seminar
for Permanent Secretaries and other key personnel to discuss
the prospects for development and employment in Lesoth0. the
seminar will be based on the JASPA report "Options for a
Dependent Economy" of 1979. Additional papers will be prepared
by staff of relevant ministries, Lesotho University, SATEF
and JASPA. one of the purposes of this seminar, which will
take place in April 1983, is to provide the government of
Lesotho with such information that it can decide on the re -
commendations put forward by JASPA in 1979.

As regards wages, prices and income distribution, SATEP'S
obJective is to provide advisory services to governments
on the formulation and implementation of incomes and prices
policies within the overall framework of national development
planning. Three studies have been carried out, two in Swaziland
and one in Botswana, all at the requests of the respective
governments. The studies were made by external consultants
assisted by a member of the SATEP team. The consultants were
selected and financed by SATEP.

The area of general employment and poverty alleviation also
includes a third programme, "trade policies and employmeni
promotion So far no proJects have been carried out under
this programme but a paper on "Trade Policies and their lm -
plications on the Informal Sector in Zambia - some issues
has been prepared and presented to a seminar held on the ;n -
formar sector in Zambia.

Rural Employment Policies and Development

Most work in this area has been of an investigative nature
involving few if any contacts with the governments of the
region. Two more specific investigative studies have been
undertaken. The first, "Women's participation in the Rural
Labour Force in Zimbabwe", was written by a lecturer at tbe
University of Zimbabwe assisted by a few undergraduate students.
The second which is not yet completed is an assessment of
previous rural development policies in Botswana and carried
out by the Head of the Economics Department at the University
of Botswana.
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Migrant Labour and Alternativa Employment Opportunities

Labour Int

SATEP'S activities in this sector alm at influencing in -

dustrial strategies and policies to generate more employment
and to facilitate the re - employment of migrant workers in
their home countries. In accordance with requests from govern -

ments, a number of investigative studies on small scale and
informal sector activities have been started or completed.
Most important of these is the study on "The Urban Informal
Sector in Zambia - A Programme for Action" which was submitted
to the government of Zambia in May 1982. This study was based
on a number of background paperscommissioned by the Ministry
of Labour and Social Services and carried out by SATEP with
the assistance of local researchers. This report also gave
recommendations on future policies as well as on areas for
further investigation.

A similar study for Lesotho is conducted in collaboration
with a local researcher. Studies on the informal sector have
also been commissioned by the governments of Botswana and
Zimbabwe. These Studies are being funded by USAID and UNDP

respectively and are due to start shortly.

SATEP has also prepared a project document entitled "A Study
of the Ski11 Profiles of Migrant Workers to the Republic of
South Africa, Their Retraining and Redeployment Needs" which
has been submitted to SALE and adopted. This project has as
yet not been funded although DANIDA has shown some interest.

ensive Public Works

4.6

This programme arms at an immediate increase in employment
before the efforts to increase labour absorption in agriculture,
small and large scale industry, mining, informal sector, etc
bear fruit.

SATEP, in collaboration with IL0/SIDA, has prepared a Pilot
Labour Intensive Rural Works Programme which has been accepted
by the Zambian Government and presented to the Fourth Joint
Meeting of the donors. However the Zambian Government was
unable to attend the meeting and funding of the programme
has not yet been arranged.

SATEP has also taken up the question of labour intensive public
works programmes with other governments of the sub - region but
these talks have not as yet resulted in any project proposals.

Development of Human Resources and Manpower Planning

The aim of SATEP'S activities in this sector is not only to
increase the employment opprtunities of individuals and to
promote employment in general but also to strengthen the inde -

pendence of the countries of the region by conso1idating their
control over their natural and economic resources and reducing
their dependence on expatriate labour.
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At the request of SADCC SATEP has made an assessment nf the
Employment and Manpower Information Systems in the SADCC
countries. The work consists of a review of the data collec -
tion system of employment and manpower information in each
of the member countries of SADCC, evaluation of the methodology
used in each case and identification of ways in which the
present data can best yield an indication of overall regional
manpower demand. The study has been carr1ed out by two non -
sultants from the region and the final report will soon be
submitted to the SADCC Regional Manpower Training Council.

SATEP has also reached an agreement with SWAPU and ANC iQ
provide training for one member from each organisation.

Negotiations are going on between SATEP and the SÅDCC regional
manpower council for a study of the supply of and demand forqualified manpower in the mining industries of SADCC member
countries.

summing - up remarks on SATEP'S areas of work

SATEP'S ME

It is worth noticing that all governments have shown a great
interest in informa1 sector studies and that such studies
have been or are being carried out in four countries.

There appears to be a keen interest in using SATLP'S servicesin questions relating to prices and incomes policjes.

dn the regional level, interest is focussed on migration
and on the mining and mineral sectors.

Remarkably few requests for SATEP'S services have been madein such areas as rural development and labour intensive public
works in spite of the fact that at least the first f these
two areas play a central rule in development planning in all
countries in the region.

SÅTEP'S assistance to the liberation movements (SWAP0, ANC
and PAC) has been rather limited. The main reason for this
appears to be that there is as yet very limited scope for
developing employment promoting strategies for Namibia and
South Africa.

THODS oF OPERATION

SATEP'S markering" of its services

SATEP has act1ve1y contacted representatives of governmenfs,
liberation movements and regional organisations in SouthernAfrica in order to make itself known, establish working contacts
and offer its services. An important part of this "markering
has been to present the relevant ministries with project ideasthat SATEP could help to execute. Other methods include parti -
cipation in meetings,presentation of papers on particu1ar
subJects, organisation of seminars etc.
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Requests - for SATEP'S services

All major studies carried out by SÅTFP are made at the ic -

quests of governments, liberation movements or regional olga- 1

nisations. These requests in their turn will either orjginatn
from ideas put Forward by SATEP itself or From initiatives
originally taken by the governments. It is rather difficult
to ascertain whether a specific request originates from SATEP

or from the government since all studies actually carried
out by SATEP are given a high priority by both SÄTE? and the
requesting government. Utherwise the government would not

have commissioned the study or SATEP would have tried to use

its resources in some other way. The general impression, how -

ever, is that SATEP so far has been able to considerably in -

fluence the demand for its services.

SAlEP'S contacts with regional organisations

SATEP attends and participates actively in the meetings of
SALC and has also attended some of the meetinqs of SADCC.

As far as SALU is concerned SAIEP has more or loss become

its technical secretariat and some of the SALE membcr countries
are inclined to formalise this rule. Both SALU and SADFC are

rather new organisations and most of their work sims at find -

ing methods for analysing common problems (such as migration},
learning from the experiences of other countries in the region,

co - ordinating policies in various fieldsandat formulating

and designing policies and projects on transportation and

communication, manufacturing, agriculture, energy and manpower

planning in the subregion. Hence SATEP'S assistance to these

organisations has been and is likely to continue to be of
an investigative nature.

SATEP has few working contacts with the UNDP or with bilateral
aid organisations such as SIDA, DANIDA, USAID etc. The co -

Operation that has taken place has generally been related
to specific proJects and more specifically to the Funding
of these proJects. The infrmal sector study in Zimbabwe is
Financed by the UNDP, that in Botswana by USAID and DANIDA

has shown some interest in fundinq the Skilt Profiies Study.

Methods of dissemination of research results

SÅTEP distributes its reports and working papers to all govern -

ments and liberation movements covered by its activities and
also to other interested parties. Normally the commissioning
government is kept informed about the progress of the work
and possible findings. In a number of cases seminars have
been arranged in order to reach more people. In the case of
the informal sector study in Zambia the findings and re -

commendations of SATEP were also extensively covered bv the
mass media.
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THE IMPACT OF SATEP'S WORK

Awareness of the need to generate more emp10yment

The governments of Southern Africa are well aware of the
serious problems of unemployment and underemployment which
face their nations. There are, however, few if any institu -
tions or programmes designad to deal with these problems.
The efforts that are made to cope with the situation are
often of marginal importance and badly coordinated. By focussing
attention on the need to increase employment and putting
forward ideas on how this could be done, SATEP has contributed
to the creation of a more constructive and policy - oriented
awareness of these problems. The need for concerted action
on different fronts is generally recognised and SATEP'S rule
as a catalyst for ideas and research concerning employment
issues is higly appreciated by the governments concerned.
one indicator of SATEP'S relativa success in this area is
the large number of requests for its services in the field
of employment promotion that it receives from the different
governments.

The use of SATEP'S studies and recommendations in National Planning

So far four major studies have been completed and submitted
to the government concerned and four others are due to be
published very shortly. Three of the studies already com -
pleted deal with wages, prices and income distribution. They
were made at the request of the governments of Swaziland and
Botswana and are being used by these qovernments as a basis
for making decisions on future policies in this field. In
all cases the study reports have been well received and high -
ry appreciated. As to the fourth completed study - on the
informal sector in Zambia - decisions based on this study have
not yet been made but the conclusions and general recommenda -
lions of the report are being studied and some work has commenc -
ed in line with the prposals made by SATEP.

Fnntrjbutinn in fhp building Hp nf indigpnnns cnpncii)
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makers have participated in one way or the other in all studies
carried out by SATEP. In general it appears that SATEP has
performed a very important intermediary rule by linking policy -
makers and local researchers together. Thereby SATEP has,
at the same time, helped to reduce the dependence on consultants
from outside the region and contributed to the building up of
indigenous capacity on the research side as well as on the
planning/administration side. This may also have helped to
gear research activities in general more towards national
development and employment issues.

Promotion of regional cooperation

SATEP has played a very important rule in SALE and has con -
tributed to the emphasis which SALU now puls on employment
generation and on the need tostrengthenthe ministries of
labour in the region. There is little doubt that the standing
and effectiveness of SALC has gained greatly from the assist -
ance it has received from SATEP.



CONCLUSIONS

The relevance of SATEP'S work in relation to its Qoals

It seems clear that SATEP has worked in accordance with its ge -

neral objectives las outlined in chapter 1.2) and, Judging from
the reception of the studies completed so far, it also appears
that its work is having an impact on policy discussions.

SATEP'S most important immediate objective is to assist the
governments of the region in developing programmes that are
likely to lead to a substantial growth in productive employ -

ment. The major part of this growth in employment will probab -

ry have to be generated in the rural areas and particularly
in agricultural production or in other activities linked to
agriculture. ne particularly important policy to reduce un -

employment and underemployment would therefore be to make

small scale farming more profitable by means of a restructu -

ration of aqricultural prices and other measures. Given the
tremendous importance of the rural sector in total employment
in Southern Africa it seems nevertheless that SATEP ought
to put more effort into the promotion of employment in this
sector (farming as well as non - farming activities). An inten -

sification of SATEP'S activities in the field of rural deve -

lopment also appeats to be in line with the cnmpetence of
the SATfP team, its knowledge of the region and its working
methods. More work in this field may however necessitate a

lowering of priorities in other fields, for instance that of
incomes policies.

However, there are limitations to what SATEP can do since
general economic policy issues such as pricing and exchange
policies do not normally fall within the purview of SATEP'S

activities which should be concentrated to areas where there
is a reasonable proability for a policy change or for the
development of an employment generating programme. It must

therefore be recognised that SAlEP'S activities are unlikely
to play more than a marginal rule in relation to the massiva
employment problems in the region.

SATEP has been more active in some countries than in others
due to the differences in needs and attitudes between the
different countries and also due to the geographical distances
between countries. As a consequence of this there has been

a certain predominance of studies concerning Zambia in
SATEP'S output. It appears however that this predominance
is now diminishing. In view of SATEP'S long term obJective
to strenqthen the independence of African states in the
region the need for its services is probably greatest in

Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland (the BLs - countries) since
these countries are most heavily dependent on the economy

of the Republic of South Africa and have comparatively little
research capacity of their own. An increased SATEP involve -

mont in these countries thereforc seems Justified.

Most studies so far carried out or started by SATEP concern
national proJects in spite of the fact that SATEP is a regional
set up. This apparent anomaly appears not to have given
rise to any obJections in the countries covered by SATEP al -

though some officials expressed the view that SATEP should
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contribute more to regional organisations like SADCC and
SALE. A generally hold opinion is that the regional role of
SATEP should manifest itself primarily in the selection of
areas of study, in the establishment of working methods and
in the dissemination of research findings but the actual
implementation of the proJects and the solutions to the em -
ployment problems must be national rather than regional.
Judged from this view point SATEP'S present organisation and
working methods appear to be in line with the demand for its
services.

The efficiency of SATEP'S methods of operation

The small size of SATEP and the large scope and area covered
by its activities has, by necessity, meant that the team
needed some time to establish and consolidate itself. This
has been achieved rather quickly and effectively and SATEP
has established good working relations with the governments
served by its activities. Hence the efficiency of SATEP as
regards its capacity to provide services to governments and
liberation movements has increased.

All SATEP'S studies have been approved of by the governments
concernedandthe governments have also been able to influ -
ence the terms of reference of the studies. During the exe -
cution of studies SATEP normally works together with local
consultants though in a few cases the local consultant has
carried out the study more or loss on his/her own. With a
few exceptions the consultants are satisfied with the super -
vision and help they get From SATEP and they also feel that
SATEP has provided them with an opportunity to carry out
interesting and rewarding work. In some cases SATEP has also
initiated seminars, technical subcommittees, workshops, etc
involving policy - makers and administrators in the research
process. The working methods of SATEP appear to have great
advantages as compared to "traditional" consultancies where
the requests of the governments are carried out in the short -
est possible time by the best avai1ab1e (normally external)
consultant. The active participation of the governments con -
cerned greatly enhances the chances that the proposals put
forward as a result of the studies will be relevant to the
governments's own development priorities and also that they
will be well received and acted upon. The experience from
the two major studies in Zambia ("the Urban Informal Sector
in Zambia" and "Prospects For Development and Employment in
Zambia") illustrates this point.

Theoretically one could argue that the initiatives and
studies now undertaken by SATEP could equally well be performed
unilaterally at the initiative of the individual countries.
The discussions held in the countries concerned indicated
that even though, in some countries, sufficient domestic re -
sources might be available for employment and manpwer studies,
SATEP'S freedom from political and administrative considera -
tions gave the team a useful independent platform which could
often inJect fresh thinking into the policy process. These
views were not unanimous but they reflect the maJority of
those concerned.
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The quality of SATEP'S work

The quality of the studies published by SATEP has been re -

markably high considering that the team has been fully ope -

rational for less than two years. The studies cover a wide
selection of topics. During the last year demand for SÅltP's
services has increased significantly together with a simdl -

taneous increase in SATEP'S own competence and knowledge of
the region. This provides an oppottunity for SATEP to imorove
the quality and efficiency of its work by concentrating its
services in order to put more emphasis on employment issues
and particularly on studies that are likely to read to policy
changes or programme development relevant to the creation
of further employment opportunities.

The close cooperation between SATEP and the governments of
the region and the need for government approval of all major
activities carried out by SATEP could be a limiting factor
to SÅTEP'S freedom of action and selection of topics. This
makes it very important for SATEP to continue to market its
services in such a way that the pressure of demand from the
governments is brought in line with the over - all obJectives
of SATEP.

The need for continued support to SATEP

SATEP cooperates closely with the governments concerned by
its work and makes extensive use of local researchers and
consultants. This work strategy has proved to be very efficient
and should be continued and used in all SATEP-studies. It
must be understood,however,that the work strategy of SATEP

is a medium term strategy, which is likely to bear Fruit only
after some years since it takes a considerable time for the
programmes to reach the implementation stage. It is not likely,
for example, that the studies which are due to be started
early in 1983 can generate any significant employment effects
before the end of that year when SATEP'S present contract
expires. Å continuation of SATEP beyond 1983 15 therefore
necessary if the countries covered by SATEP are to benefit
fully From its activities. dn the other hand it should be
recognised that SATEP'S role as an intermediary between
qovernments and local researchers should become loss import -

ant over time as better contacts are established and indi -

genous capacitjes lncreased. There are hence strong arqcmcnts
against making SATEP into a permanent institution. If thai
would happen there is a risk that SATEP would take over ac -

tivities which should normally be carried out and funded by

the governments themselves.

Given that many of SATEP'S projects are likely to have a

time cycle of over two years between conception and imple -

mentation, that SATEP itself needs to be able to plan for
a reasonable period ahead and that the decision concerning
a prolongation of SATEP is unlikely to be reached before mid
1983 it appears that the optimum period of prolongation of
SIDA'S support to SATEP would be about three years beyond
1983 (i.e. until the end of 1986).
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Even if SÅTEP is to continue on a pårmanent basis, e.g.
with some connection to SADCC or SA;C, the evaluation team

recnmmends that SIDA does not contiluc its support beyond
the end of 1986. A pro ] ongation of IIDA'S support for a limited
number of years could also help to move the focus of SATEP'S

activities away from investigations and analyses towards the
implementation and funding of concrate projects.

The size of the SATEP team is very small in relation to the
need for its services and the comp1exity of the employment
problems in the region. However] it 3eems that the efficiency
of SATEP would benefit more from a more selective sifting
of the request for its services thai From the hiringof one

or two more specialists for the SAT'P team. There seems, how -

ever, to be a strong case For increäsing the number of
associate experts to three so that ;he original number of
associate experts is reestablished. The main argument for
taking on one more associate expert is the difficulties SATEP

has in covering a large geographical area with a limited number

of staff. It is particularly important for SATEP to increase
its involvement in the BLs - countrie; and one way of doing
this could be to station or Otherwise specialize one associate
experts in these countries. Also, a reorlcntution of lin
activities towards more work on rurJl employmunt (perhapn
at the expense of some work on inccne and price policics)
might Justify an additionalassociata expert, this additional
member of the team should then ideally be an economist Spe -

cialized on rural employment problens.

SATEP is now entirely financed by SIDA and according to the
IL0, there are no indications that other donors are interested
to share in the financing. It is assumed however, that the
ILU continues its efforts to find zher contributors to the
financing of SATEP. There is a possibility that the IL0
itself will contribute $ 200 000 For the two year period
1984 - 1985. Such a request will be Hade in IL0'S biannual
budget proposal which will be decided upon in June 1983.

TIONS

In view of its findinqs the evaluation mission proposes that

- SIDA'S support to SÅTEP should be continued untjl the end

of 1986 but not beyond that date

the SATEP team should consist of Jne chief technical adviser,
three experts and three associate experts plus administrativa
staff

- SATEP should devote more of its resources to the promction
of employment in the rural sector (Farming and non - farming
activities alike)

- SATEP should intensify its assistance to the BLs - cnuntries

- SATEP should restrict its service = to governments and
regional organisations to activities that are likely to be

of direct importance for the generation of productivc employ -

ment within a foreseeable future
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- SATEP'S assistance to the liberation movements should maiwix
be confined to attaching trainees from these organisations
to SÅTEP with the purpose of qivinq them theoretical and
practical experience in national employment and development
planning

the main responsibility for assistance to manpower devo -
lopment in the region should rest with the ILO and not with
SATEP. SÅTEP'S Pole in this context should not go beyond
assessinq the needs For manpower training.
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TERMS OF REFERENCF FOR A STUDY oF SATEP'5 ACTIVITIES
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INTRODUCTION

Long - term

SIDA has since 1978/79 given support through IL0 to the
Southern African Team for Employmer; Promotion (SATEP)
in Lusaka. The Swedish support amoLlting to SEK 6 400 000
covers a period of four years. The iroject became fully
operational in the beginning of 19EJ.

The obJectives of the project are tre following:

obJective

Immediate

To strengthen the independence of Å'rican states in the
region by assisting governments anc liberation movements
in examining employment and development strategy options
which lead to a rapid growth of inc;genous employment
and elimination of poverty.

obJectives

to assist the liberation movements af Namibia and
Zimbabwe in gathering and ana1ysing data concorninq
the economic and social structure oF their countries,
and to advise the movements in desi;ning strategies for
promoting employment, satisfying the basic needs f the
poor, eliminating the effects of discrimination and
mobilising the human and financial éesources required for
implementing such strategies.

to assist the governments of Botswala, Lesotho, Swaziland
and Zambia in developing their prog*ammes for promoting
productive employment and in sugges.ing how these and
other programmes can be better gearvd to the basic needs
of the poor.

The team provides the governments aid the liberation
movements cat present SWAPU, ANC ana PAC) in the region
with expertise and advisory serviceä within the following
areas:

employment and development plannig

manpower assessment and planning znd training planning

emergency employment schemes

- problems caused by migration.

The team consists of four experts, ene for each area,four associate experts and administlative staff.
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THE STUDY

The purpose of the study is to

assess the relevance of SATEP'S work programme in the
light of the obJectives stated above

evaluate the organisation and structure of SATEP and its
effectiveness in executing its work

give recommendations regarding the need and possible
organisation of the type of acitivites presently carried
out by SATEP.

Through study of relevant documents, discussions with
authorities concerned in some of the participating
countries and with SATEP the mission shall:

make a survey of the advisory services carried out by
SATEP and assess the relevance of SATEP'S activities
in relation to the obJectives of the project

study to which extent the recipient countries and
liberation movements make use of SATEP'S capacity in
their national development planning. In this context
the followinq aspects could be considered:

Therecipientgovernments' opinion and knowledge of SATEP'S
advisory services with regard to need, quality and
standard

Have any of 3ATEP'S studies been used in national develop -
ment plans?

Have any operational programmes started in the countries
as a result of SATEP'S research/advisory services?

Has SATEP contributed to the building - up of indigenous
capacity?

Has as a result of SATEP'S work any regional cooperation
on migration problems been initiated?

study the effectiveness of SATEP with special regard to
the following:

SATEP'S organisation and methodology

Methods for dissemination of research results and studies

Standard and quality of studies and research work.

investigate possible internal deficiencies and/or external
obstacles with regard to SATEP'S possibilities to achieve
the objectives
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give recmmendations regarding the eed and possible
organisation of the type of activitÅs carried out by
SATEP. the following aspects could ie considered:

8) Which other national or regional in,titutions deal with
similar activites?car15ATEp's activ lies be inteqrated
in these institutions (JASPA, SADCC SALE)?

öl Can financial support to SATEP be e.pected from any
other sources than SIDA e g recipieit countries, IL0
or other donor countries?

IMPLEMENTATIUN

The study shall be carpied out 8 Ncember 1982
17 December 1982. Three weeks will e spent in Zambia,
Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho and Ziibabwe. The work shall
be carried out through studies oF e ailable documentation
and through d1scussione with SATEP - cpresentatives, the
rHlfllor*ii ipsl (ir1rr*rnrid ill fllr = r!lftfr*1 lif (wulHni rl(in

UIl)/VU lhwnluqnllnwlnl

CUMPUSITIUN oF THe MISSION

The missions will consist of Mr Bo ,arlström, Head of
SIDA'S Research Division, and Mr Al.n Read, Head of
Unit, Swedish Labour Market Board.

REPORT1NG

the final version of the study shot d be presented to
SIDA not later than December 17, 19 2 in English in one
copy in such a format that it can b used directly For
printing.
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PERSONS CONlAFIED BY lHL [ VALUAIIlN MISSION

SATEP

Dr Gharieballa Hamid, CTA

Dr Iqbal Ahmed, expert
Mr George Ayree, expert
Mr G C Mathur, expert
Ms Ulla Olsson, associate expert

IL0

Mr Eliman Kane, Assistent Direct(* General for Africa
Mr Jack Martin, Chief Employment and Development Departmiit
Dr Frank Lisk, EMP/ECO
Mr Othieno, Director, IL0 Lusaka

Zambia

Hon F 5 Hapunda, Minister of Labt,r and Social Services
Dr L Chivuno, Director General, Litional Commission for

Development Planning
Hon B Kabwe, Minister of Mines
Dr A Kamya, University of Zambia
Mr M Mulenga, Deputy Governor, Bank of Zambia
Mr R B Lukutati, Permanent Secretiry, Ministry of Labour

and Social Services
Mr M K Chitangala, Labour Commissroner
Mrs B Östberg, Head of DCU

Mr K B Bergman, Economist, DC0

Zimbabwe

Mr K Kangai, Minister of Labour And Social Services
Mr Mandaza, Permanent Secretary, éinistry of Manpower

Planning
Dr Chitsika, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Lands

Resettlement and Rural Developnént
Dr A Seidman, Professor of Econonics, University of

Zimbabwe
Mr Moyo, Head, Department of EcorJmics, University of

Zimbabwe
Mrs 0 N Muchena, Lecturer, Adult iducation Centre,

University of Zimbabwe
Mr M Berrezong, Resident Represer;ative, UNDP

Mr D Ehrenpreis, Head of DC0

Botswana

Mrs K L Disele, Minister of Home Affairs
Mr J Kahn, Adviser, Ministry of LJcal Government and

Lands
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Mr J Peat, Adviser, Ministry of Finance and Development
Planning

Mr A Matlhaku, Ministry of Finance and Development
Planning

Mr Mookodi, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs
Mr Vickers, Adviser, Ministry of Home Affairs
Mr K K Motshidisi, Labour Commissioner
Mr Makgoeng, Deputy Labour Commissioner
Professor Uommen, Head, Department of Economics, University

of Botswana
Mr P Olsen, Institute of Development Management
Mr M Zaidi, Resident Representative, UNDP

Mrs 5 Hermansson, Programme Officer, DCO

Lesotho

Mrs MoJi, Deputy Director of Planninq
Mr A L Thoahlane, Labour Commissioner
Dr K Appiah, Assistent Secretary, National Manpower

Development Secretsriat
Dr 8 P Setai, Head, Economics Department, University of

Lesotho
Dr F Baffoe, Institute of Labour Studies, University of

Lesotho
Dr M Sefa1i, Director, Institute of Southern African Studies,

University of Lesotho
Mr 0 Johansson
Mr Wiberg, Resident Representative, UNDP

Mr L Hognert, Proqramme Officer, UNDP

Swaziland

Mr V E Sikhondze, Permanent Secretary, Economic Planning und
Statistics

Mr A Crasner, Adviser, Economic Planning and Statistics
Mr R C M Bembe, Labour Commissioner
Dr de Vletter, University of Swaziland

ANC

Mr Kay Moonsamy, Head Finance Department

SWAPO

Mr P Muniaro, Deputy Secretary for Labour

I
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REPORI5, PROJECT DOCUMENTS, WORKING PAPERS AND BACKGROUNF PAPERS PUBLISHED BEFORE
DECEMBER 1982

A

B

C

Reports

the urgent need to reduce the Empl,y -
mont Dependency of BLS Countries om the
RSA position paper prepared for Bo*swana

Minimum wage fixing in Botswana

Public services sa1aries and allowrnces

A study on incomes, wages and prici
policy in Swaziland

The urban informal sector in Zambié

The structure of the informal sectrr
in Mongu

Prspects for development and emplty -

ment in Zambia

Project documents

Working pa

Pilot project for special labour ir -
tensive rural Public Works Programnes in
Zambia

Project document for the National
Manpower Survey

A study of skillprofiles of migrant
workers

pers, background and discussion papers

Towards an incomes policy for inde -
pendent Namibia

Small scale industry in Tanzania

Youth employment prospects in the il -
formar sector

The sexual division labour in the
urban ihformal sector

Some characteristics of businessmen in
the infrmal sector in Lusaka and K two

Factors affecting efficiency in the in -
formar sector in Lusaka and Kitwe

The structure of the manufacturing .n -
dustry in Zambia and its implicatiors
for the development of the informal secLor

Country/region

Botswana

Swaziland

Zambia

Zimbabwe

SALC

Namibia

Tanzania

Zambia
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Trade policies and their impact on the
informal sector in Zambia

The legal framework within which the in -
formar sector Functions in Zambia

The urban informal sector: Some con -
ceptual and policy issues.

Financial assistance to small scale
industries in Zambia

Vocational training and employment

Government expenditures in Zambia
1970 - 1980

Prices, wages and incomes in Zambia

Womens participation in the rural
labour force

Mininq industry in Africa and the
Lagos Plan oF Action

Some salient features of Southern
African Economies

Basic needs and income distribution
in the Southerns African countries

Rural Southern Africa Problems and
potentials

blished after December 1982

Informal sector study

Assessment of Employment and Man-
power Information Systems (January
1983)

Country/region

Zambia

Zimbabwe

ECA/CODESRIA

SATEP advisory meeti

SATEP

Lesotho

SADCC

%
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The Education Division at SIDA initiates and implements a large
number of studies regarding education and training, especially
in SIDA'S programme countries.
In order to make these studies more readily available, they will
be published in a series called "Education Division Documents".
Included in this series:
NO.1: "Education and Training in Sri Lanka" by O.Engquist,
L.Jivdn, K.Nystrbm

NO.2: "Education and Training in Botswana 1974-80"
by J.O.AgrelI, I.Fägerlind, I.Gustafsson

NO.3: "The Indian Non - Formal Education Programme
by O.österiing, J.persson

NO.4: "Education and Training in Bangladesh" by A.Gorham,
J.I . Löfstedt
NO.5: "Education in Guinea-Bissau 1978-81" by R.carr-Hill,
G.Rosengart

NO.6: "lnstitutional Co-operation between The University of
Zambia and The University of Luleå 1976-82" by K.chitumbo,
S.Ray
No.7:"MobiIe Vocational Training Units" bv K.Larsson

NO.8: "Tochnlcal and Vocotlonal Toachors College

Luanchyl, Zambia' by O. Eklbf, Il. de Beer

J. Fisher and K. Ruuth - Blckor

SIDA, Education Division, 1983
SlDA-print 1983 ISBN 91 586 7026 2


